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Abstract. Approximately 1/3 of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) and some
L
primitive meteorites have large excesses in D and/or N compared to terrestrial
materials. Constraints on the nature and origin of the carriers of these isotopic
anomalies are reviewed. Special attention is given to a recently discovered
extremely D-rich cluster IDR

1.

Introduction

Large deuterium (D) enrichments in some primitive meteorites and interplanetary dust
particles (IDPs) may be due to the partial preservation of presolar molecules. This
interpretation arises from direct observations of extremely D-rich molecules in cold
molecular clouds. These extreme D enrichments are very likely the result of 'chemical
fractionation' - mass fractionation due to the difference in zero point binding energies
of H and D between reactants and products. To first order, the degree of fractionation
rises exponentially with decreasing temperature. Indeed, the highest D enrichments
are observed in the coldest (~1()K) interstellar clouds. Chemical reactions are possible at these low temperatures if one of the reactants is ionized. Detailed models of
ion-molecule chemistry have been developed that successfully reproduce the relative
abundances and D enrichments of interstellar molecules (e.g., Millar et al. 1989). The
study of interstellar chemistry is generally limited to spectroscopic observations of simple gas phase molecules. While some primitive meteorites have an extensive suite of
D-rich organic species, the origin of these molecules appears to be primarily secondary
parent body processes.
Many IDPs appear to be chemically, mineralogically and texturally primitive in
comparison to meteorites. For instance, Flynn et al. (1993) have found the average
volatile content of chondritic IDPs to be substantially enriched over CI levels. Many
IDPs are extremely fine grained, often with highly unequilibrated mineralogy (Fraundorf 1981). Individual dust particles often have a fragile, highly porous, "Huffy"
appearance, unknown among meteoritic materials. IDPs might therefore be expected
to better preserve evidence of primordial or presolar chemical processes. However, by
and large IDPs appear to be no more isotopically primitive than some primitive meteorites, and no identifiable circumstellar grains similar to those seen in separates from
primitive meteorites have yet been seen (Anders and Zinner 1993, Walker 1994). Here
we discuss a notable exception; several fragments of a large cluster IDP ( Dragonlly )
have D/H ratios enhanced by a factor of >25 relative to terrestrial materials. This is the
highest D enrichment ever observed in natural solar system materials, and reaches th e
level of D enrichments observed in interstellar molecules.
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2.

The .Nature of D-Rkh Phases in lDPs and Meteorites

A thorough review on the subject of D enrichments in interplanetary dust ami meteorites has been previously presented by /inner (1988), Since that lime there has been
significant progress in the study of D-rich phases in meteorites, and there have been a
number of new developments in the isotopic analysis of IDPs.
The first observation of D enrichments in meteorites was made by Boato (1954),
who performed combustion experiments on bulk samples of carbonaceous chondrilcs.
Subsequent work employed a variety of chemical and physical treatments on a range
of primitive chondrilcs, in an effort to isolate the D-rich phases. D enrichments were
shown to reside in organic matter by Smith and Kigby (1981) and Robert and Epstein
(19X2), who analyzed HF-HCL residues of carbonaceous chondriies.
Mcleoritic organic matter is dominated by an acid insoluble 'kcrugen\ Tins
material is highly resistant lo separation, though a number of attempts to identify
subcomponents by stepwise pyrolysis or combustion have been made (e.g., Yang and
in 1983, 1985; Kcrriduti: ci al. 1987). In particular Kcnidgc el al. included H,
C, and N isotopic measurements for separate temperature steps and identified several
LstUOpteaUv distinct components. Isolopic analvsis can offer sironi! constraints on nolential formation mechanisms, though without chemically analyzing these components
it is difficult to draw final conclusions.
Although a relatively small fraction t £ 10%) of meteori tic organic mailer is solvent
extractahlc, well over 400 individual compounds have been identified (see Cronitiet al,
1988 for review). A number of these compounds have recently been subject to isotopic
analysis, including (hydroxy, dicurhoxylic and hydroxydicarbuxylic) acids (Cumin el
al. 1993), ami no acids (PizzareHo ei al. 1991), and (aliphatic, aromatic and polar)
hydrocarbons and monocai boxy lie acids (Krishnamurthy et til. 1992). To dale, every
separated compound subject to analysis has exhibited D enrichments lo varying degrees,
up to £D=2.SO(l%t) for mi lino acids.
The lirst H isoionic measurements of IDPs were performed by Zinner el al.
and McKecgan ct al. (1985), using a modified Camera IMS-31" ion microprohc. McKecgan ct al. (1987) combinetl isolopic measurements with bulk mineralogy as determined
by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spcclroscopy in 20 IDPs. AH but one of these
panicles fell into either a pyroxene dominated, or layer-lattice silicate spectral class
(Samlford and Walker 1985). Roughly 1/3 of the particles analyzed had h u I k D execsse s
>1O()%0, ranging up to 2.700%f* D enrichments occulted in roughly equal numbers in
ltic anhydrous and hydrnlcd FT'IR classes.

Although equiilly large bulk D enrichments occur in some primitive meteorites,
IDPs show H isolopic heterogeneity on a pm size scale not yet seen in meteorites. The
most extreme example ul' ibis is ihe IDP Buttcrlly (McKeegan el al. 1987). Individually
measured subfragmenis yielded &D values between -320 and VlJUiTAc, Ion imaging
of one D-rich fragment showed thai the spatial distribution of the D was strongly
concentrated relative lo Lhe H. The &D in this ^1 /nu D-rich "hot spol" was estimated
lit be ui least 9,1 H K

Rcccnl isolopic nicasuremeius of fragments from u J^r 15c 'cluster' IDP ('DraEonfiy'; Messenger et al. 1995) dramatically surpass the earlier results. Bulk D excesses
between WK) and 24,K()(J9TT were observed among ihe fragments. Ion imaging of one
fragment found the D concentrated relative to the H. though not as extreme as observed
in Buttcrily, The D excess in Ihis fragmenl is estimated to reach 5().0t)()%<>.
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Characterizing the D-rich phases in IDPs is difficult because of their small size
nanogram). However when it has been possible to make D/H measurements on
different subfragmcnls of a given I DP, D enrichments has have positively correlated
with the C/O ratio (McKcegau ct al. 1^87). The D-rieh phases are therefore inferred
to be earhonuceous, although the molecular nature of this material remains unknown.
The Itrst direct measurements of organic molecules in IDPs, specifically polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). have been recently reported by Cleinett ct at. (!9°3).
While it is not yet possible to directly determine the H isotopic compositions of these
molecules, it is interesting to note that of the H IDPs yielding strong PAH signals, so
far all have D enrichments, although the converse is not true.
3,

Possible Correlations With Other Isotopic Anomalies

The large and variable D excesses found in meteoritic organic matter and IDPs are not
accompanied by substantial C isotopic anomalies. The C isotopic composition of acid
n
residues and soluble organics tics close to 6 C = - 15%o. Although the observed range
l3
oftf C is only ~40%o, Kcrridge el al. (19K7) have reported several isotopieally distinct
lm
components among the meteoritic kerogen. There is a similar range in $ C among
IDPs. ihough no correlation with <$D has been observed (McKecgan el al. I*JH5).
I5
In contrast to their essentially normal C isoiopic compositions, substantial N
excesses have been observed in both meteoritic organic matter ami IDPs. though the
size of these effects is much smaller than the corresponding D enrichments. The largest
l
reported 6 *N excess in meteoritic organics (in Ininan residues) is 256%» (Alexander
et al. 1989). There does not appear to be any simple correlation between $D ami
in cither organic extracts or kerogen, with ihc exception ol CR cno nitrites (Ash
et al. 1993). Kerridge (1985) suggested a possible positive correlation in whole rock
measurements of 25 meteorites, though there appears to be an anticorrelation among
CO andCV chondrites.
l5
Bulk N excessCvS are observed in almost half of ehoiulrhic IDPs analyzed (Sladcrmann et al. 1989), and can be much liigher than those observed in meteoritic organics.
I5
Although particles wilh large N excesses are usually D-rich (indeed. Dragontly also
15
has the largest <5 N yet measured. +48()%<>), the converse is not necessarily true, and
there is no clear quantitative correlation between the effects.
4.

15

The Origin of D and N Excesses in IDPs and Meteorites

Geissami Reeves (1981) considered the origin of D enrichments in primitive meteorites,
concluding that they were the result of ion-molecule chemistry at low temperatures*
under conditions characteristic of interstellar molecular eloutts, A solar nebula origin
was ruled out due to expected low ionization levels in regions cold enough for such
large fraciionation effects. It is interesting to reconsider the 'ssuc i n light of the extreme
D enrichments observed in the IDP Dragonfly.
We can estimate an upper limit on the formation temperature of the most I Mich
material in Dragonfly by assuming the highest known exothermic exchange reaction:
1
+ HD —*• C2HD" * + H2, with an exoihei micity of 550K. Assuming equilibrium
actionalion, wefindan upper limit formation temperature ol' 70K. N isoiopic fractionalion is also expected to occur at low temperatures, though 10 a much smaller degree
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than the corresponding D enrichments (Adams and Smith, 1981). The N enrichmer
observed in Dragonfly would require a formation temperature of <2()K. There is n
yet strong observational support for N isotopic fractionation in cold molecular clout
though the number and precision of such measurements is small.
15
The large D and N enrichments are thus consistent with the hypothesis that ID:
contain preserved material synthesized in cold molecular clouds.
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